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Note price

1.377566

Figure 1 Performance of Note price and Long-Term Return Target
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Monthly comments
Interest payments received in June were back to the level which we normally would
expect.
Current loans increased 0.4%-points in June and represents now 75.7% of the value
of the portfolio. Loans delayed more than 60+ days decreased to 3.4% of the value of
the portfolio, while 1-15 days late loans decreased more than 1.5%-point. Loan late
between 31-60 days increased with 1.6%-points.
Quantrom P2P Lending has taken a small provision in June 2021. However, reversals
for the month of June were larger resulting in a small net gain.
The return for the month of June 2021 was 0.60%. Since inception, Quantrom P2P
Lending has given a return of 37.76% and outperformed the long-term return target
by 8.41%-points.

New platform added
After conducting a thorough due diligence Quantrom P2P Lending started investing
via Lendermarket, an alternative lending platform based in Ireland during the month
of June.
The loans offered on Lendermarket are related to consumer loan originated from
Creditstar. QP2PL have invested in loans from Creditstar via Mintos previously and we
will continue to invest in these loans via their new platform - Lendermarket.

Portfolio
The portfolio at the end of June 2021 consisted of more than 9,600 loans. The weighted
average interest rate on the portfolio was 10.49% with an average weighted maturity
of 32.7 months.
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The main exposure in value is still towards car loans which represent 58% of the value
of the portfolio at the end of the month.
Exposure towards property loans is unchanged at 24% of the value of the portfolio. At
the end of June, personal loans increased to 17%, while business loans were less than
1% of the value of the portfolio.
Figures 2-12 provide more details on the composition of the loan portfolio.
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